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Right now, there are more pets in America than people, and many count their pets among the most

beloved members of their family. However, a surprising number of pet owners are not aware that

the lifestyle they provide their companions may not be a healthy one. Gary Null has helped

countless Americans inprove their diets and their health with his natural approach to healthy living

and scepticism of the healthcare and pharmaceutical industries. Now, with Natural Pet Care , he

carefully and compassionately lays out the ways we can improve our petsâ€™ health and lives.

Natural Pet Care includes "Animals on the Move", which explains the importance of proper exercise,

"Everybody in the Tub!", which covers natural bathing and grooming products and techniques, "The

Impetuous Pet", which helps in understanding your animalâ€™s behavior, and appendices for those

seeking holistic veterinary care, pet friendly lodgings and animal friendly organizations. Natural Pet

Care also provides sources for natural pet foods and products, while scrutinizing the pet food

industry. He describes, for instance, that almost any dog owner would be horrified to learn what

really goes into most commercial dog foodsâ€”even some of the more expensive brandsâ€”including

"slaughterhouse throwaways" and diseased animal parts. As an alternative, Null offers "The Tao of

Chow," in which he recommends countless natural alternatives that can easily be made at

homeâ€”recipes includedâ€”and which can prolong and improve your pet's life. With this book on

your reference shelf, you and your spectacular pet will be ready to tackle anything naturally! Natural

Pet Care deals extensively with the health of dogs and cats, but also is devoted to other common

pets, including birds, rabbits, ferrets, fish, horses, rodents, and snakes. Long overdue, Gary Null's

Natural Pet Care will help pet owners provide their furry, feathered, and scaled companions with the

healthy lifestyle they need and deserve.
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Gary Null has crafted the most beneficial pet care book available! Natural Pet Care is an invaluable

resource for any and all pet lovers, regardless of what type of pet one has! This book provides

exceptional guidance on what type of commercial pet food is healthy and safe for your beloved

companion, how to detoxify your pet's body and environment, whether or not to vaccinate, common

dog and cat ailments and how to heal them, and much, much more.I particularly like the recipes on

pages 27 - 38, such as "Holiday Breakfast", "Sunday Stew" and dog & cat "Mini Treats" and the

appendix with a list holistic vets & practitioners by state, recommended reading, products for the

natural pet, pet-friendly lodgings, pet food contact list and animal-friendly organizations.Finally we

have the tools to help our companion animals live the healthy, happy and disease-free lives they

deserve!

I love this book written by Gary Null. Before going to the Vet I look up the conditions or symptoms

for my cat. He has wonderful ideas, facts and even lists where to get the herbs he recommends. I

would highly recommend this book to others. It is a lifesaver and saves me money by not having to

go to a Vet. Sometimes I still take my cat to the doctor to get a diagnoses so I can then look up in

the book for the best herb or natural remedy to administer to my cats. Great book.

Great book and loaded with good info as with all Gary Null's books. Despite delays with the mail

service during the holidays, the sender made a fantastic effort to make sure the product was

received in good form. I'm very pleased.

While I've read other books on natural remedies for pets, this is a good one. I also like Reigning

Cats and Dogs.

Natural Pet Care book by Garry Null is what I will refer to with all the needs of my two (rescued) mini

Poodles.

There is some interesting info, but overall it's not all that great.



this book can help you feel better about making decisions about your pets' healthcare.
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